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I. Introduction 

In general, structural materials do not undergo brittle failure hut a 
major plastic strain precedes the failure. The local, plastic strain continues up 
to failure. It is a longstanding endeavour to elaborate a method for follo"\ving 
up the changes in the structure of the material during deformation. This is 

possible among others by studying the changes in the iEternal en('rt:,'J 
of the metal. 

Due to the fact that soft materials ahsorb much energy prior to failure, 
a major amonnt of mechanical work is necessary for plastic strain. In general, 
a major plastic strain can be ohseryecl in the vicinity of the failure, once again 
necessitating much energy. Thus in failure problems of highly plastic materials 
principles and methods relating the energy necessary to failure to unit surface, 
are likely to he inefficient. As the energy is consumed for the deformation of 
a certui£l "'v-olume~ paranl(:ters indicating the cllunges ill energy ·vah.les referred 
to a l"Luit yolume ha"\'e to be fOl1nd. 

),.ceorciillg to the first main law of thermodynamics, the relation between 

the energy t2omponents is 

whcl'e: 
rii7~H Inechanical (external) ,,-ork 
Ws part of mechanical ,,'ork retained In the metal 
WT part of mechanical 'work transformed into heat. 

(I) 

A part of the mechanical ",-ork ll',cessary for pla3tic strain is used for 
increasing the internal energy of the metal, while another part is transformed 
into heat. 

In recent years more and more researeh has been clone on the relation-
hetween internal energy changes and strain. WOLFENDEN [1, 2] under

took lo'w temperature tensile stress experiments on copper, aluminium and 
silver single crystals. For measuring the internal energy, he used a calorimeter. 
The relationship between strain and internal energy was determined in case 
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of major strain, by working between two hammers, once again using a calori
meter [3]. For the case of major strain in even elongation, no uniform method 
for determining the internal energy is availahle. Internal energy may be cal
culated 011 basis of e.g. relationship (1), if the external ·work and its part trans
formed into heat is knOlnl. A method has to be elaborated, for determining 
the needed mechanical 'worlz and its part transformed into heat, from the start 
of strain up to failure. 

2. Determining the mechanical work 

In a cylindrical test specimen, the work of external forces referred to 
unit volume. is 

where: 
F acting force 
dl elongation 

.r F· dl = J' F· d.l 
.1 V . A·I 

V volume undergoing strain 
G real stress 

f u' d). (2) 

U sing the symhols in Fig. 1, relationship (2) can be il'l"itten in a general 
form as: 

(3) 

On the surface of a circular symmetrical specimen under tensile stress. 
at the lowest compressive stress, U1 = kf in the greatest cross section, where 
kf is the Yield strength, u~ =u3 = O. In the same cross sectiun, for r = TO' 
the main elongation I' l equals the comparative elongation ;'6' 

Under the above conditions of external forces apply work 

;·t 

WAr = \' hf · a},o [mkp/cm3]. 

i.o 

on the cylindrical specimen. 

( 4.) 

From the known field curve of a certain material kf = f(l.) the mecha
nical work for arbitrary strains can be ohtained from the area beneath the 
curve. 

The strain rate greatly influences the amount of external ·work. Its im
pact has to he taken into consideration. 

The kf J. curves ·were plotted in caSt' of tensile stress with BRIDG?>IAl"'S 

method [4] in case of compressive stress ,dth that of WATTS and FORD [5]. 
The effect of strain rate has heen considered according to the relation suggested 
hy ALDER and PHILLIPS [6]. 
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Working has been carried out ,,\-ith gradual tensile and cOlnpressive 
;stress, respectively, in small stages, by selecting suitahle fine stages. The dia
llleter )\'as measured optically, in the cross section of the test specimen fitted 
with a therllloconpl(c. 

Fig. 1. Symbol.. of stre .. s 

3. Temperature determination alongside the specimen strain 

For measuring the heat released during strain, thermocouple of copper-· 
-COl1stantan wires 0.08 mm Z ,I-as used. The wires wel'C 'welded on the specimen 
surface with their JUIlction within the material to be examined. The energy 
transformed into heat can he computed if the physical constants cf thc mate
rial and the released heat are known, by the following I'('latiol1ship: 

where: 
c" specific heat of the studied material [kcaljkg QC] 
y density of the studies material [kg( clm3] 

T temperature yariatioll in the studied material [QC] 

(5) 

Temperature determination is done hy recording a rapidly changing, 
low voltage signal (thermo-electrie voltage). In the different working stages 
temperature change amounts to a few centigracles corresponding to a signal 
of 50 to 200 ,U V. To amplify these small signals, interrupter-type, transistor 
amplifier 'was used, \vith an interrupting-frequency of 720 Hz. The amplified 
signal of the interrupter 'Nas lead directly to the oscilloscope and photographi
cally recorded. 

4. Test materials 

Both tensile and compressive tests were done on a C10-type, unalloyed 
polycrystal steel 'with a carbon content of 0.1 %. The tensile specimens 'were 
produced with a 20 mm long and 7 mm diameter shank, with a threaded clamp
ing head. The diameter of the compressivp specimens was 100 mm, its length 

15 mm. 
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5. Test results 

The ehanges in mechanical "work as a function of strain are illustrated 
in Fig. 2. Tem:ile and compressive stress require for an identical amount of 
strain different amounts of mechanical "work over the limit of even elongation. 
Up to this limit, ho"wever, the aillount of external "work is independent from 
the kind of strf'Ss. In ten:::ion the specimen failed at }. = 1.42 true strain, 

where the mechanical work was W"v! = 80 mkp/cm3 , while in }. = 2.4, no failure 
occurred even for compression and Tj7A1 = 140 mkpJcm3• 

i 

100 r 

80! 
il"j 
vJ r 

;fC \ 
I 

2:7 ~ 

2,U Z 2 2.4 

Fig . . J The chanffes in ll1.echrrni('al 'work as a funetinn of straill 

Similarl)i to meehallical ,>\--oTk the of external "work transformed 
into heat (Fig. 3) is independent of the kind of ~tress up to the limit of even 
r:longation. Over this lil11it, ho\vcver, up to a certain straill~ more heat is releas

ed in tension (TVTh ) , than in compression (1171'1:)')' The curve of mechanical 
v{ork transformed into heat has bl·eaks (indicatfd hJ- fingers in 
Fig. 3) at true strains of ;. = l.0 and }. = l.2 in temiOll and in compresEion 
respectively. After these hreak points, the of mechanical work transformed 
into heat decreases in case of tensiic stress and increases in that of conlpressiv~e 
stress. 

tension and of the 
dra' .... ing energy transformed into hpat "were plotted accordiu g to BllIDG:'.IAl'. 

The part of mechanical "\vork retained in the lllctal ~quals the segment bet\vcen 
the t,~{O eUTY·CS. The energy' ahsorhed at the hreak point ill the CUTye of the 
energy' transformed into heat is Tf7s == 12 . .5 mkp/cln 3. _.:1t the SaIn(' point the 

mechanical work amounts to W/Vl = 51 mkp/cm3 • 

The eurves for mechanical \york sppnt to compression and for tIle C'ncrgy
released ill compression are plotted in. Fig. 5. The en(~rgy consumed at the 
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Fig. 3. The part of external work transformed into heat 
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Fig. 4. The curves for tensile stress according to the mechanical work assumed by Bridgmao 
and of the energy transformed into heat while drawing were plotted 
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Fig. 5. The curves for mechanical work in case of compressive stress and for the energy releas
ed while compressions were plotted 
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break point of the eUI'ye for energy transfol"meu into heat is rvs = 1:2.5 
mkpjcm3 just as was ill in spite of mechanical work TFM = 60 ml~pfell1.~. 

In tensile and cornpressiyc tests on solid cylindrical hars. it -was observed 
that beyond eyen elongation the amo:mt of mechanical wod;;: necessary for 
working depended on the kind of stress jHst as did the part of mechanical 'work 
transformed into heat. The mechanical wOI'k linearly increased "ith the In
crease in true strain. while the continuously ascending curve of th" f'nergy 
transformed into heat exhibited a pronounced hreak at a major strain. This 
break point was ohs('l"ved at a 5maller elongation in case of tensile than of 
cornpressive stress, and also the mechanical work spent up to the break point 
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Fig, 6. The curves for mechanical work in case of compressive-tensile stresses and for the 
energy released while compressive-tensile were plotted 

was less in tension than in compression. The amount of internal energy absorb
ed at the hreak point was the same in both cases indepcndently of the kind 
of stress, the value of true strain and of the mechanical work. 

To support these results, the tests werc extended to cornbinCccl tensile
compressive stresses. The tests\\-ere calTied out in a way that great diameter, 
cylindrical test specimens were first compressed to different rates and thc 
released heat and the mechanical work were determined as indicated ahoye. 
Compressed blocks have been processed to tensile specimens of the previously 
indicated geometry, In tensile tests on these specimens of already compressed 
material the values of released heat and of mechanical ,rork necessary for 

strain. measured at the poiilt of contraction ar(' shown in Fig. 6. True strain 
I. = 0.57 was due to compression. This strain is about t'wice the even elonga
tion. The part of mcchanical work retained in the metal following compression 
is Tf7s = 3 mkpjcm3• In Fig. 6 thc tensile strain and the amount of mechanical 
work are indicated separately. Comhined effect of compre~sivl' and tensile 
stress produced a total strain I. = 1.8 up to failure, which exceeded that in 

tension aloHe (? = 1.42). Thc total amount of mechanical work up to failure 
was WAr = 108 mkpjcm3 , as compared with the 80 mkpjcm3, necessary in pure 
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tension to failure. Again, a pronounced break peint in the curve for the energy 
transformed into heat appeared, 'where the total amount of mechanical work 
was rVA1 = 70 mkpjcm3, as compared to that for tension and for compression 
alone (51 mkpjcm3) and (60 mkpjcm3) respectively. At this point the energy 
transformed into heat was If .... s = 9.5 mkpjcm3,. in tension. The amount of 
internal energy rvs = 12.5 mkp/cm3, absorbed in combined compression and 
tension equals the energy ahsorbed at the break point of the curve of the energy 
transformed into heat in tension and in compression. 

The main data of these tests are compiled in Table 1. 

Kind of stress Wlf mkpjcmS 

Tensile stress 80 up to 

failure 

Compressivc stress HO 
no 

Tensile-compressivc stress 108 

np to 

faiiurc 

Table 1 

1.42 up to 

failure 

2.4 

no 

failure 

1.8 

up to 

failure 

Jr.lf 
mkpjcmS 

Ws 
mkp/cru3 

ut the breuk point of 
the cur:e for the enf'rgy 

transformed into heat 

51 1.0 

60 1.2 

70 1.3 

12.5 

12.5 

12.5 

Aecording to these data, the energy (Ws) absorbed at the break point 
of the curve for the energy transformed into heat is independent of the kind 
of stress, as against the mechanical work and the true strain. 

These observations are likely to impose more detailed tests 011 energ'y 
changes . 

. From the external work spent to plastic strain, the part retained in the 
metal is composed of energy absorbed for lattice defects and in crack surfaces 

(6) 

'whcre W"D = the energy of lattice defects and TVA = the surface energy. The 
surface energy is negligible in plastic failure, compared to the energy of lattice 
defects. The lattice defect density is higher at crack edges than throughout the 
material (Fig. 7). The Burgers vector for lattice defect aggregated at crack 
ends is not dependent on the crystal structure alone. If these aggregated lattice 

defects are treated as a continuous plane, the Burgers vector is infinitely 
small. In this case the total Burgers vector of all lattice defects within the 
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distance x to x + dx equals b(x)dx. This is the case where the total stress 
(loading stress ao + the stress of lattice defects aD) equals zero at any point 
of the rupture tip. 

The lattice defect shifts if the stress of the lattice defects is lower than 
or equal to the imposed stress. To start a plastic strain, an energy equalling 

-Xo XoX 

-iE-:~ 
I I !! ,dx 
_2c ~ 

~-------
Xo~.t.....L_.J...-

Fig. 7. The lattice defect density 

b 

Fig. 8. a) Tensile stress test specimen, b) Fractured test specimen cross section 

or exceeding the elastic energy is necessary. In all formed metals the elastic 
energy is increased by the mechanical work applied for strain and retained in 
the metal. For a formed metal: 

a2 

Ws = -- mkpjcm3 

2E 
(9) 

thus the stress at the edge of the rupture necessary to move the lattice defects 

is 

aD = 12EU7s ' (10) 

Substituting into Eq. (10) the internal energy values absorbed at the 
break point of the curve for the energy transformed into heat yields aD = 

750 kpjmm2, this stress arising at the tip of fracture where the absorption of 
internal energy begins to follow a different law. This must be true also fur 
strain. 

ARTI~GER [7] undertook tests to determine the stress ~D at the critical 
point. Tensile specimens of the geometry indicated in Fig. Sa were used. Force 
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and elongation were determined in tension. In the failure cross section at such a 
sharp notch, a cracked and a granular surface developed. Fig. 8b is the sche
matic diagram of such a fracture. The acting force referred to the granular 
fractured surface, yields a stress Q' = 700-800 kpjmm2. According to the 

fracture pattern in the notched tensile specimen fissural plastic strain passes 
into fibrous hreaking at a stress of 700-800 kp/mm2 at the crack tips. This is 
in agreement with the stress value calculated from the internal energy. 

Tests on ;::harply notched tensile specimens seem to prove the assumption 
that the strain mechanism changes at the hreak point of the curve for the 
energy transformed into heat. The fissural fracture preceding this point passes 
into granular fracture, thus plastic failure is replaced by hrittle failure. 

The transition between plastic and brittle failure is at the break point 
of the curve for energy transformed into heat. 

To prove the above similar tests were made on high purity aluminium, 
copper and nickel and on copper-zinc alloys, as well as on hardened and refin
ed, unalloyed structural steels. These tests proved the conclusions drawn 

from tests on low carbon steels. 

6. Summary 

Plastic strain and fracture were studied by testing the change in energy referred to unit 
volume. by experimentally determining the mechanical work necessary for forming and its 
part transformed into heat. The part of mechanical work retained in the metal was calculated 
according to the first main la,,· of thermodynamics: TVs = W.\! WT' 

In the course of these tests the following were observed: 
1. The amount of external work needed-to failure is independent of the kind of stress. 
~. The internal energy absorbed up to the transition from plastic to brittle failure is 

conslant. indepclldenLly of the kind of stresi'. 
3. The transition from plastic to brittle failure occurs at different strain ,-alues, depend-

ing on the str~ss kind. -
- 4-. The stre" at the transition l' TOm plastic to brittle failure of drawn metals is obtained 

from relationship (7 1:Z if the amount of internal energy is kno\\-n. 
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